Any diagnostic decision that involves imaging techniques depends not entirely on the images themselves but also on the perception and interpretation by a radiologist. In fact, such human factors appear to be a bottleneck to imaging accuracy. A better understanding of visual perception and decision-making processes seem to be necessary for the advancement and optimization of medical imaging. Therefore, research on the accuracy of medical imaging draws on techniques from a wide range of disciplines in an attempt to minimize diagnostic errors and improve the healthcare system. This short review of the psychophysical studies in the radiological domain focuses on the recent work conducted in the visual perception of nuclear medicine images and volumetric data.
Introduction
The purpose of medical imaging is to provide visual information that reduces uncertainty about the patient's state of health through perceptual inspection of such data, for which quality is restricted by image-dependent factors such as artefacts of the image-forming process, overlapping anatomy, and quantum limits [1] . Since it is presented to an observer, who does not necessary measure physical quantities like contrast, resolution, or signal-tonoise ratios, but rather sees objects and understands the meaning of their presence, the image-independent factors contribute to the imaging accuracy. The medical imaging modality can be improved by enhancement of the ability to perceive relevant, critical features in the image that could be optimized and tuned to specic requirements. The medical image perception has been developing since the mid-20 century [2] , and a milestone in theoretical framework was achieved with an application of receiver operating characteristics (ROC) that adapted signal detection theory for quantication of diagnostic performance [3, 4] .
ROC
A recent example of the ROC multimodality study was about the impact of hybrid single photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography (SPECT/CT) on the detection of a parathyroid adenoma [5] . Parathyroid disease aects approximately one in 500 women and one in 2,000 men in their fth to seventh decades, with parathyroid adenoma accounting for 80%85% of those cases [6] . The SPECT/CT is highly appreciated for correctly localizing gonads [7] , which is especially useful for surgery and oers some dene advantages over planar scintigraphy [8] . As a limited benet was reported of additional CT information for the detection of parathyroid lesions within the neck using the hybrid modality [912], Morrison et al. [5] conducted a quantitative study on how additional CT information when added to SPECT eects reader performance based on six negative and 10 suspected single parathyroid adenoma cases.
(1523)
In this study, ve nuclear medicine specialists analyzed the same 16 cases, ordered randomly, under two conditions. First, SPECT scans with associate planar images were presented (Fig. 1) . Second, SPECT and CT scans were available with associate planar images, and the image fusion tool (Fig. 1) . ROC methodology requires a condence ranking associated with each decision, and radiologists used a 10-level scale to evaluate each case within an unlimited time. The CT information implies a trend of increased condence in decision-making, which had miscellaneous eects on performance evaluation. The radiologists improved detection sensitivity, but also increased the recall error rate (Fig. 2) , which has not been previously reported in the literature. The implications of the study were appreciated by clinicians and perceptual communities.
Eye-tracking
Humans are inherently good at interpreting visual information, and the ROC methodology quantied the differences between the observers' performances based on nal outcomes made among a series of cases. However, the investigation of the decision-making process requires additional scientic methods. Recoding the eye movements of observers when they look at visual scenes gives insight into what is attracting their attention [13] . Eyetracking experiments enable the study of visual searching strategies [14] and foster investigation on human limitations in the detection of pathology [15] . Early studies showed that human error was related to perceptual and cognitive aspects [16] , and the correct decision is generally made within the rst seconds of viewing images [17] . Fig. 3 . Typical visual searching strategies applied for volumetric data, i.e., scanning each slice (at the top) and drilling back and forward between slices (at the bottom). Blue lines represent eye-tracking recordings, and the orange arrows between slices indicate link position on previous and next slices. Fig. 4 . Print screen of a y-through CT colonoscopy the frame-by-frame visualizations shows a colon polyp (within black circle) and the current location of eye xations (series of blue/white dots). The size of the visible part of the polyp depends on the relative distance to the target and the direction of view. The observer had focused on the polyp within 2 s after it appeared for the rst time (t = 0.07 s). Adapted from [25] .
Pietrzyk et al. [18] showed that an initial direction of specialists' attention is correlated with pathology location. Such correlation was less typical for inexperienced observers.
Feedback of eye-tracking data to human observers facilitated the performance of radiological tasks. Perceptual enhancement of tumor targets, by highlighting the most dwelled region of interest, had improved the radiologists' overall accuracy by 16% [19] . Experts' eyetracking recordings successfully guided radiography students during interpretation of chest X-rays [20] . An error prediction algorithm based on eye-tracking data and image features analysis improved radiologists' decisionmaking process by 25% [21] . This novel computer aided detection (CAD) concept was an inspiration for further investigation [22] and might provide a solution to current CAD system, which can increase radiology sensitivity 10%, but with a comparable deterioration in specicity [23] . Pietrzyk et al. (2012) proposed a method to tackle the problem of specicity reduction with CAD system [21] .
Inspecting volumetric data is not a trivial task, especially when searching for a subtle sign of cancer in Fig. 5 . Example of eye-tracking recordings (red dots) acquired during central blood ow (CBF) PET-based imaging [27, 28] .
noise CT scans. In order to evaluate radiologists' ability to cope with such a challenge, Drew et al. (2013) invited 24 radiologists to search for lung nodules through a stack of CT axial slides, while monitoring eye position on the display screen. The two dominant search strategies (Fig. 3) were described. The rst searching strategy, the drilling, depended on restricted searching areas on axial slides and frequent back and forward motion across the slides (in z-directions). In contrast, the second approach, scanning, was characterized with a constant and slow motion in a z-direction while analyzing the entire axial slides before moving on to the next slide. Drilling was superior to the scanning regarding the lung nodule detection rate, percentage of the lung covered, and the percentage of search errors where a nodule was never xated [24] .
Another recent eye-tracking study [25] that involved the inspection of volumetric data was based on ythrough modes of virtual colonoscopy examinations, where the abnormality (i.e., polyps) was moving and changing in size (Fig. 4) . Radiologists inspected virtual colons, which were rendered from CT volumes. Phillips et al. [25] showed that experts tended to have shorter dwell times per xations and shorter cascades amplitudes than inexperience observers. As this contradicted previous studies on 2D modalities [26] , objectives for further medical image perception research on 3D data arose to investigate additional perceptual-cognitive factor involved in the inspection of multidimensional and multimodality data (Fig. 5 ). As such, the restriction in spatial orientation and navigation skills appears to be an additional source of human limitations.
Conclusion
New medical imaging modality, or its novel part, needs to be evaluated before it can be accepted for a clinical application. Medical image perception is an interdisciplinary domain that targets such a problem with the appropriate methodology. In particular, the accuracy of the overall diagnostic performance is quantied with ROC, and the decision-making process is monitored accordingly to visual attention distribution and cognitive overload. In addition, perceptual studies contributed to a better understanding of human factors involved in radiological tasks and provide a foundation for error management.
